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Unit Focus

In this unit, students will continue to develop their knowledge of forces and examine how they are multiplied through the investigation and
manipulation of simple machines. Core concepts include work, power, mechanical advantage, and efficiency. Summative assessments may
include application problems, experimental designs, laboratory practices, data analyses, models, projects, and position statements. These may
be in the form of stand-alone tasks or as part of quizzes, tests, labs, or other assignments. Primary instructional materials may include the
course textbook, supplemental print and online resources, and related laboratory equipment and materials.

Stage 1: Desired Results - Key Understandings
Established Goals Transfer

Next Generation Science Standards (DCI)
Science: 8

For any pair of interacting objects, the
force exerted by the first object on the
second object is equal in strength to the
force that the second object exerts on
the first, but in the opposite direction
(Newton''s third law). PS2.6.A1
The motion of an object is determined by
the sum of the forces acting on it; if the
total force on the object is not zero, its
motion will change. The greater the
mass of the object, the greater the force
needed to achieve the same change in

T1 (T3) Collect, analyze, and evaluate the quality of evidence in relation to a question.
T2 (T5) Communicate scientific information clearly, thoroughly, and accurately.
T3 (T2) Design an investigation or model using appropriate scientific tools, resources, and
methods.
T4 (T4) Develop a valid scientific conclusion, assess its validity and limitations, and
determine future course of actions to inspire further questions.
T5 (T1) Integrate knowledge from a variety of disciplines and apply it to new situations to
make sense of information, formulate insightful questions, and/or solve problems.
T6 (T6) Use mathematics to represent physical variables and their relationships, to make
quantitative predictions, and to solve problems.

Meaning

Understandings Essential Questions
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motion. For any given object, a larger
force causes a larger change in motion.
PS2.6.A2
When the motion energy of an object
changes, there is inevitably some other
change in energy at the same time.
PS3.6.B1
When two objects interact, each one
exerts a force on the other that can
cause energy to be transferred to or
from the object. PS3.6.C1

U1 (U434) Forces between objects come in
pairs that are equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction. (Newtons 3rd law)
U2 (U455) Simple machines make work
easier by changing input forces, distances,
and directions.
U3 (U456) Power is a measure of how quickly
work is done or energy is provided or
consumed.

Q1 (Q453) How does energy convert to work
or other forms of energy?
Q2 (Q455) How can a simple machine be
used to make work easier?

Acquisition of Knowledge and Skill

Knowledge Skills

K1

Students will be able to differentiate between
work and power

K2

Simple machines make a task easier, not by
reducing the work needed, but rather by
changing the direction and/or magnitude of
force

S1

Calculate work, force and distance using the
formula w=fd

S2

Calculate power, work and time using the
formula p=w/t

S3

Calculate mechanical advantage using either
distance input/distance output and force
output/force input

S4

Calculate efficiency using the for work
output/work input and explain how a
machine's efficiency cannot reach or exceed
100%

S5

Create levers with varying mechanical
advantages

S6

Create inclined planes with varying
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mechanical advantages

S7

Create pulley systems with varying
mechanical advantages
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